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• The Flight Information Exchange Model (FIXM) is an
exchange model capturing Flight and Flow information that is
globally standardised.

• FIXM is the equivalent, for the Flight domain, of AIXM
(Aeronautical Information Exchange Model) and IWXXM
(Weather Information Exchange Model) both of which were
developed in order to achieve global interoperability for,
respectively, AIS and MET information exchange.

• FIXM is of a family of technology independent, harmonized
and interoperable information exchange models designed to
cover the information needs of Air Traffic Management.

• The FF-ICE concept and the applicable ICAO provisions
drive the common and international development of FIXM,
and impose requirements on what FIXM will deliver.

• FIXM aims to provide full coverage for FF-ICE

Introduction



The FIXM Strategy document, approved and published by the FIXM Change Control
Board (FIXM CCB), details the strategic objectives for FIXM to guide the overall FIXM
development:
• Enable the ICAO FF-ICE concept

– FIXM is first and foremost developed in order to enable the flight and flow information exchanges
identified by ICAO as part of the FF-ICE concept. The FIXM evolution is tied to the ICAO roadmap for the
development, review, approval, publication and applicability of FF-ICE packages.

FIXM Objectives
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• Reflect all stakeholders concerns
– FIXM was developed through an inclusive process by which all interested stakeholders were able to

contribute in the definition of flight data elements and participate in the development of the standard.

• Support modularity, flexibility, and extensibility
– The long term success of FIXM hinges on its ability to accomodate new technologies and operational

changes. Modularity allows stakeholders to use only the parts of FIXM which they require. Flexibility
enables stakeholders to use FIXM in ways which were not necessarily envisioned at the time of its
creation. Extensibility encourages stakeholders to build their own extensions to the standard. Some of
these extensions can become - in time - part of the core body of FIXM.

• Align with other relevant ATM initiatives
– Many initiatives have been historically conducted by various ATM communities of interest in order to

specify standards supporting the exchange of domain-specific information. ATM modernisation
programmes are now moving towards integrated ATM information where these existing standards,
developed to meet domain-specific requirements, have to be brought together and aligned to a certain
extent. FIXM, in this context, is one ATM standard, among many others, that will enable the exchange of
elements of ATM information, restricted to the Flight domain. Its development therefore strives to align
with other relevant ATM initiatives.

FIXM Objectives
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• Align with the ICAO SWIM concept
– FIXM is one component belonging to the Information Exchange Models layer of the SWIM Global

Interoperability Framework described by the ICAO SWIM concept (ICAO Doc 10039), which is being
refined by the ICAO Information Management Panel (IMP). FIXM therefore monitors the work and
conclusions of this panel and will align over time with any relevant recommendations from this panel, as
appropriate.

FIXM Objectives
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Previous releases of FIXM
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Version Release Date Version Contents

1.0.0 Aug 2012 • ICAO FP 2012
• GUFI
• NAS Flight Plan Data
• Initial ED-133 element inclusions

1.1.0 Dec 2012 • Hazardous Cargo (Dangerous Goods)

2.0.0 Aug 2013 • ICAO 2012 ATS (15 remaining messages)
• TFM (Strategic)
• Fleet prioritization, TFM DE, CDM
• Airport CDM (Eurocontrol)
• ANSP to ANSP boundary crossing (tactical)

3.0.0 Aug 2014 • Surface data (anything not covered in Airport CDM
and TFM/CDM elements)
• 4D Trajectories (1st package)



Previous releases of FIXM
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Version Release Date Version Contents

4.0.0 Aug 2016 • The content of the individual ATS message fields described in ICAO Doc 4444
• The new flight data items identified by ICAO ATMRPP as part of the requirements for FF-ICE
Block 1 (based on working paper ref. ATMRPP-WG/31-WP/713 "Manual on FF-ICE Implementation
Guidance").
Compared with the previous version, this release:
• Retains only the pieces of flight information that are traceable to ICAO requirements (Doc 4444
and draft FF-ICE Block 1 requirements). This implies that some capabilities previously enabled by
FIXM v3.0.1 are no longer supported.
• Incorporates a new messaging package for enabling the creation of the FF-ICE Block 1 messages
as described by ICAO ATMRPP.
• Implements improved route and 4DT structures in line with FF-ICE Block 1 requirements.
• Achieves greater alignment with ISO standards (e.g. ISO 19103) and AIXM 5.1.

4.1.0
(Current
version)

Dec 2017 • Further captures the evolving requirements for FFICE/PLANNING.
• Completes the rationalisation of the FIXM Core content based on ICAO ATMRPP inputs
(rationalisation of the dangerous goods package);
• Integrates optimisations based on implementers' feedback.



Upcoming release of FIXM
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Version Release Date Version Contents

4.2.0 Dec 2019 General Aim:
• Align with the requirements for FF-ICE/PLANNING based on the Q4
2018 Intermediary version of ICAO Doc 9965.
• Optimize FIXM Core design based on implementers' feedback.
Specific Aim:
• Revisit the "Messaging" package in the light of ATMRPP's desired
technical vision for FF-ICE/PLANNING.
• Clarify the absent data policy for FIXM in line with FFICE/PLANNING
update strategy.
Scope Statement:
• The content of the individual ATS message fields described in ICAO Doc
4444.
• The flight data items identified by ICAO ATMRPP as part of the
requirements for FF-ICE Block 1.



Upcoming release of FIXM
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Version Release Date Version Contents

4.2.0
Beta
Version

28 October
2019

• The FIXM Core v4.2.0 Beta draft and newly created FIXM Applications
Beta draft (including BasicMessage v1.0.0 and FficeMessage v1.0.0) was
published on October 28th, 2019. The FIXM Applications Beta draft
includes sets of XML schemas that support basic and FF-ICE messaging,
replacing the functionality of the previous Messaging package. The FF-ICE
draft also introduces templates for constructing each of the 13 FF-ICE
messages based on the guidance provided in FF-ICE Manual d0.91.docx.
• These drafts contain the Logical Model, Schemas, and HTML
documentation for each component. The currently approved change
requests are included and are provided for evaluation purposes; further
modifications may be introduced prior to the Final release.



• Reference:
www.fixm.aero
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